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captured immediately. Already, at the Central Committee
ofFasci, held in mid-August in Milan, several delegates had
expressed anxiety at the increasing numbers of working
men whom fascism had somehow to take in and shelter after
destroying their organizations.1 To cope with this pressure,
control the masses and satisfy their most elementary wants
was only possible if fascism had the full resources of the state
at its disposal. Various events emphasized the danger that
fascism might have to face inside its own improvised and
overgrown syndical system. In the province of Siena the
fascists had occupied, in Poggibonsi, San Gemignana,
Casole, and Serre di Rapolano, various agricultural proper-
ties (tenute), evoking protests from the provincial federation
of the Agrarian Association, whose paper, // Solco, wrote
at the beginning of September :
* The fascists of Siena want the landed proprietors to
employ a constantly increasing number of labourers,
there being now so many unemployed. They have
threatened to invade and actually have invaded farms,
because proprietors have refused to take on more hands.
We freely admit that these proprietors are not saints, but
this is no justification for invasions, real or threatened.
Otherwise the socialists too would be justified, since they
used the same arguments to support their own violence.5
Mussolini, irritated, sent a telegram calling on the fascist
federation of Siena to account for its actions. In Ferrara,
too, for the same reason, the situation was strained. The
landowners had profited by the complete victory of squadrismo
to lengthen working hours and reduce wages. The sugar
manufacturers, of whom there were many in this province
where beet was widely grown, reduced wages by from six
to eight lire a day. All this caused discontent and even
disunion among the fascists of Ferrara. The party executive
ordered an inquiry and the branch was dissolved, while
dissension between * official' and ( autonomous' fascists
broke out.
The fascist militia was becoming a serious problem.
These tens of thousands of men could not be left to terrorize
1 PP, 234-235.

